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Item:  
XKTSHOCKBAGPARAPACK-V4 with several possibilities of quick hanging system to the choice on the 
skydiver or the harness. 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The new version of the "SHOCK BAG V4" shock absorber bag is used for SOLO skydive 
with load container or Skydive TANDEM. It preserves the physical integrity of the 
skydivers tandem or a heavy loader skydiver during a hazardous or poorly controlled 
landing day or night. Simple and autonomous installation, the Shock Bag inflates under 
sail by pulling on a handle. The Shock Bag is completely independent of the parachute. 
The "SHOCK BAG V4" can be used in different configurations. For this new model and 
without changing version, it is possible to equip by: 

• Direct securing on the military load parachute harness or the tandem passenger 
harness; 

• Direct connextion to the man (para or pax tandem) by Abdominal strap optional. 
• The extended handle version is optional. 

 
TECHNICAL FEATURES: 
The uses are diverse: 
- Use with all Military and Civilian parachutes ; 
- Landing on unplanned area (urban, forest, desert, ice ...) ; 
- Landing with a passenger who is injured, unconscious or has a disability ; 
- Landing with heavy load carrying (option : it is recommended to use the FXC15 quick 

release system). 
 

FEATURES : 
- Fabric: PARAPACK, resistant to sliding landings on sandy or grassy ground. COBRA 

quick release buckle with hook-and-loop strap. Armored seams resistant to tensile 
forces. 

- Connextion :  
Solution 1: on the tandem passenger harness or parachute harness through locking 
loops (top) and thigh straps (down). 
Solution 2: on the skydiver or tandem passenger directly through the removable lap 
strap and thigh straps. 

- Operation: simple implementation by handle type golf ball. When inflated under the 
canopy, the Shockbag absorbing the weights landing.  

- Improvements: An air vent at the back of the bag that allows for faster deflation 
during landing and choice of securing for the same model, remote handle and lap 
strap (the two options applies)  

- Size: length / width / Thickness . 44cm x 50cm x 3 cm to 4cm (folded ready for use) 
- Weight in use configuration: about 1.4 Kg 
- Black color 
 
OPTIONS: 
- Remote handle grip. # XKTSHOCKBAG-PD 
- Removable abdominal strap with plastic buckle. # XKTSHOCKBAG-SA 
- FXC15 quick release system. # FXC15 
 
The SHOCK BAG V4 "comes with a user manual. 
Note 1: Options are not included. For traceability, each product has a manufacturer's 
nomenclature. Please note that the dimensions described above are approximate. 
Note 2: the "SHOCK BAG V4" system is authorized for use in the French Navy. Ref. No. 
604 / ARM / EMM / PP / CO-ORG / NP of 22/03/2019. It has also been tested by the 
STAT. Waiting for employment authorization in the Army.  
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Section_technique_de_l%27Arm%C3%A9e_de_terre  
 

Project Monitoring and Improvements: ASAP FRANCE 
French manufacturing: Patent of invention number FR3006994A1 of June 18, 2013 

Exclusive distributor: ASAP France SARL 
DGAC certified manufacturing workshop: PRG0001. 
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